A Bayesian Approach to Context-based Recognition of Human Intention for Context-Adaptive Robot Assistance in Space Missions
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ABSTRACT
Long-duration space exploration (LDSE) missions with a high demand for intelligent and adaptable robotic assistance are expected to start in the next decades. Robot assistants deployed on these missions should be able to interpret the intentions of astronaut(s) and provide assistance accordingly, under continuously changing interaction context. This necessitates the development of robust and context-adaptive models for inferring human intentions. However, current state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms rely on expensive data-driven machine learning (ML) models that provide inferences assuming a set of known contexts. In this paper, we present a context-adaptive hybrid architecture for intelligent and adaptable Human Computer Interaction (HCI). This architecture uses state-of-the-art machine learning models for the recognition of specific contexts within the robot’s environment, and a two-layer Bayesian network to infer human intentions based on the current context. The Bayesian network enables the integration of human expert knowledge about the mission goals within the inference process and can also deal with missing or uncertain information about context. Thus, the proposed framework increases robustness and reduces the need for large and complex (high dimensional) human-robot interaction data, which is unavailable in space applications. Context-adaptive interpretation of human intention would promote an intuitive interaction with robots, which in turn could reduce the overall stress in astronauts while interacting with robot assistants in isolated, confined or extreme (ICE) conditions.
related tasks. They will also be providing social interaction in isolated, confined, and extreme (ICE) conditions to help in dealing with cognitive health risks [13]. This necessitates the development of robust and context-adaptive models for inferring human intentions and providing appropriate assistance.

Current state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms rely on expensive data-driven machine learning (ML) models that provide inferences assuming a set of known contexts. In space applications, these data-driven approaches face the challenge that sufficient data are not available for training such models. Data recording is a tedious, costly and time consuming task. Existing work on Bayesian context-based intention recognition [9, 10, 14–16, 21] introduce complex network structures which make quick adaptation and re-configuration hard and impose a need for the human expert to have knowledge about the underlying network structure. The proposed cognitive architectures for space missions in [2, 7] rely on very complex algebras and therefore introduce a very large barrier to start using the system. Data-driven intention recognition systems [11, 23] have the drawback of relying on large and complex (high dimensional) human-robot interaction data. In sum, all approaches mostly lack the flexibility needed to quickly create or adapt a mission scenario. Furthermore, non-Bayesian approaches miss the capability of uncertainty estimation.

In this paper, we present a context-adaptive hybrid architecture for intelligent and adaptable Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). This architecture uses state-of-the-art machine learning models for the recognition of specific contexts within the robot’s environment, and a two-layer Bayesian network to infer human intentions based on the predicted context. This approach allows to use data-driven models where available and enables human experts (we will continue to use the term human experts for experts with knowledge about the mission and the environment but no expert knowledge about Bayes theorem and the underlying two-layer Bayesian network) to integrate knowledge about the mission goals. The context-based two-layer Bayesian network structure allows us to apply some useful assumptions to dramatically reduce the effort for creating and adapting these networks by human experts. Furthermore, the Bayesian approach to context-based intention recognition is able to efficiently handle multimodal data as well as missing or uncertain evidence in the inference process. Essentially, the provided framework reduces the need for large and complex (high dimensional) human-robot interaction data, which is unavailable in space applications. This in turn reduces the complexity in creating and adjusting models for context-based Bayesian intention recognition while providing robust results. We hypothesize that the approach presented in this paper will reduce the stress in astronauts in ICE conditions by enabling robust, intuitive and naturalistic HCI.

![Figure 1: Overview of the proposed software framework for context-adaptive HCI.](image)

3 A NOVEL FRAMEWORK FOR HCI IN SPACE

Making HCI effective, efficient, and natural is crucial to the success of future space exploration missions[4]. In space missions, we face the problem that, for most parts, it is impossible to record data beforehand. Even if it is possible, recording such data is very costly due to the limited time and resources in space missions. This lack of data makes it very hard to apply data-driven approaches like modern deep learning models. Furthermore, in space, the computational hardware faces challenges like massive shock and vibration during launch, as well as extreme temperatures and radiation [18]. In addition, space missions have a very long planning phase. These two facts lead to the problem that hardware in space missions is mostly outdated by years. Retraining large models on this hardware is barely feasible. Balancing the computational load on these systems therefore becomes very important. A context-sensitive adaptation to specific scenarios can preserve the generality to tackle multiple scenarios as well as balance the computational load accordingly. In sum, HCI in space missions is different from HCI on earth in a multitude of aspects, and therefore it is important to preserve flexibility and adaptability but also to enable the system to use perception modules that work in both scenarios.

To cope with the outlined challenges in space missions and yet provide an effective HCI, a software framework is being developed in the project KIMMI SF [6]. The aim of the project is the development of a software framework for flexible and context-adaptive HCI (see Figure 1). The framework shall offer online reconfigurable data handling. For this, methods for context-dependent evaluation, selection and weighting of data sources will be used. With the help of the proposed framework, a robotic system can independently recognize which context is active and select known or learned models to be applied accordingly. With the described adaptability, a context-based HCI can be realized.

In this framework, the Context-Based Intention Recognition module plays an important role as it enables the assistance system to effectively, efficiently and naturally infer the intention of an astronaut. We propose a hybrid Bayesian approach for context-based intention recognition. The context is provided by the pretrained, well-known perception models included in the Perception for Autonomous Systems (PAZ) library [1] and other state-of-the-art libraries. As depicted in Figure 1, the Intention Recognition module uses context to infer an intention. To do so it relies on an underlying network of context variables, where one context variable describes a specific aspect of the whole context. The whole context is defined by all hidden and observable states within the HCI scenario. Thus it can include context variables representing Human 6D Pose, Robot 6D Pose, Object Poses, Gestures, Human Emotion and many more.
Context variables can depend on other context variables or directly on sensor values. The inferred intention is in turn used by the Behavior Selector module, which selects the most appropriate behavior for the robotic system corresponding to the inferred human intention. Depending on the selected behavior, the data flow can be adjusted in order to provide context-adaptive HCI and balance the overall load of the system.

4 ARCHITECTURE OF THE TWO-LAYER BAYESIAN NETWORK FOR CONTEXT-BASED INTENTION RECOGNITION

To address the challenges outlined in Section 2, we propose a two-layer Bayesian network, depicted in Figure 2 for intention recognition. Other approaches like [16] use three-layer Bayesian networks modeling context, intentions and actions, and [21] even introduce a fourth layer. However, we believe that the simple two-layer structure provides several advantages. Firstly, it is extremely flexible in the sense that every context variable can be treated in the same way. Systems that use a third layer for actions, give the action recognition component a special meaning. However, this is not always useful. Consider situations where no action is being performed or no action is observable by the system. For example, during an environmental crisis, environmental context may lead to the conclusion that the astronaut needs help, whereas the actual action performed by the astronaut has only little influence on that. Secondly, by modeling everything as context, it is easy to set the importance of specific context variables for a specific intention. This reduces the complexity of the Bayesian network and requires the human experts to only possess knowledge about the mission goals and scenario and eliminates the need for them to know about Bayes theorem and the underlying two-layer Bayesian network. Finally, the proposed structure enables us to make some assumptions to reduce the number of values that should be set by a human expert. The first assumption is that all context variables are independent and all intention variables are independent. This enables us to generically model context and intentions as depicted in Figure 2. Context dependencies can still be modeled in the underlying dataflow structure which allows to use one context variable to produce another. The second assumption is that intentions are binary, which allows us to only consider the positive case and treat the negative case as its complement. This already reduces the number of values which need to be set by half. In contrast, each context variable can have as many instantiations as needed to model the scenario sufficiently. The third assumption is that all context variables have an individual and independent influence on a specific intention (single condition assumption). That is, we assume that we can approximate the conditional probability as the mean over all single condition probabilities \( P(I_m|C_{k,1}) \), where \( I_m \) is the \( m \)-th intention and \( C_{k,1} \) is the \( l \)-th instantiation of the \( k \)-th context variable. Under this assumption, to calculate the conditional probability of the \( m \)-th intention given all contexts with their first instantiation, we would need to calculate:

\[
P(I_m|C_{1,1}, C_{2,1}, \ldots, C_{k,1}) = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{k} P(I_m|C_{k,1})}{k}
\]  

(1)

Figure 2: The architecture of the two-layer Bayesian network allows for a high degree of flexibility

The single condition assumption changes the number of values to be set from

\[
V(i,j,c,n) = \sum_{j=1}^{j} c_j + i \prod_{i=1}^{l} n_i \prod_{j=1}^{j} c_j
\]

(2)

to

\[
V(i,j,c) = (i + 1) \prod_{j=1}^{j} c_j
\]

(3)

in the optimal case, where \( V \) is the number of values to be set, \( i \) is the number of intentions, \( j \) is the number of contexts, \( c_j \) is the number of context instantiations for the \( j \)-th context, \( n_i \) is the number of intention instantiations for the \( i \)-th intention. In Equations 2 and 3, \( \Sigma c_j \) describes the values needed to set the \( \text{apriori} \) probabilities of all context instantiations, while the rest describes the values needed to fill the CPTs. The single condition assumption does definitely not cover all cases. For example, the fact that the astronaut and a tool are in a specific position should jointly provide a very high probability for the intention \( \text{pick up tool} \), but the positions of each of them individually should give a rather low probability for \( \text{pick up tool} \). To handle such cases, we can create conditional probabilities for conditions containing multiple context instantiations that have a combined meaning for a specific intention.

Optionally, the previously inferred intention can be reused as a context variable describing the current intention. This recursive structure implicitly introduces a temporal dependency under the Markov assumption.

5 ADVANTAGES OF CONTEXT-BASED BAYESIAN INTENTION RECOGNITION

The context-based Bayesian intention recognition in the proposed architecture comes with a handful of advantages which we want to present in this section. The most important advantage of the proposed architecture is the flexibility of the hybrid approach. Context
variables can be produced by any algorithm, might it be data-driven, heuristic, probabilistic or any other approach. The Bayesian Network will fuse all these context information and jointly infer a probability distribution over all intentions. The Bayesian network itself can be used as an expert system in which human experts define the CPTs in the described minimized way or as a data-driven system which is trained with recorded data from a given scenario if applicable. Specific knowledge about the mission can easily be incorporated, using the Bayesian network as an expert system. The compact architecture of the two-layer Bayesian network as well as the simplifications made on basis of the single condition assumption allows for quick adaptation to new HCI scenarios. The proposed way of creating the CPTs is intuitive and helps to avoid the unintuitive and tedious way of setting CPTs. This makes the system more easily configurable by experts of the space mission without the need for a deeper knowledge about Bayesian networks and CPTs. The quick and easy creation and adaptation of the scenario is especially important in unknown environments which occur regularly in space missions. Missing input data is still a very challenging problem for supervised learning algorithms [8]. The two-layer Bayesian network offers a very intuitive solution to that problem by assigning a priori probabilities to every context variable. These can easily be estimated by a human expert or taken from observations. Additionally, the Bayesian network can be extended easily to include a context variable which is observable but was not yet defined in the network. This helps to iteratively define the Bayesian network towards the final mission. Furthermore, this approach comes with an inherent uncertainty estimation because of its probabilistic nature. Finally, the approach is interpretable, i.e. it is possible to identify the context variables that predominantly influenced the inference of the intention and its uncertainty. This information can be used to generate explanations to understand the decisions made or behaviors shown by the robot assistant. Explainability and uncertainty estimates for predictions would increase the trust in the system dramatically [19, 22].

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a general architecture for robust, flexible and context-adaptive HCI. We also presented a context-based Bayesian approach to recognize intentions of humans using a two-layer Bayesian network. The individual variables describing the HCI context is in turn recognized using data-driven machine learning models. Thus, this approach helps to balance computational load in robotic systems designed for space missions and reduces the need for complex interaction data, which is unavailable in space applications. In addition to context-adaptability during runtime, we proposed a simplified way to configure the two-layer Bayesian network with less values to set in contrast to filling the complete CPTs. This simplified approach would make it easier and faster for human mission experts to extend and adapt the network to changing requirements of the missions. Furthermore, the inspectability and uncertainty estimation ability of Bayesian networks could promote increased trust in robot assistants and enhance the acceptance to deploy them in LDSE missions. Finally, the context-adaptive human intention recognition can facilitate intuitive interaction with the robots, and thus potentially reduce system-induced stress during interaction in ICE conditions. So far, we have implemented and tested the proposed HCI framework for very small use cases in simulation, as a proof of concept. Ongoing work focuses on extending the framework to include more context variables and human intentions, in order to realize more elaborate HCI scenarios. Future work will focus on deploying the framework on a physical robot built for assisting astronauts in space, e.g. the RH5 humanoid robot [3]. Subsequently, experiments would be conducted to investigate how our context-adaptive hybrid architecture for intelligent and adaptable HCI influences the human factors and the conclusions that can be derived for future space missions.
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